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THE NIGHT OF: LOCHTEGATE



Written by Jordan VanDina



Based on true events. Or not. No one is really sure about the exact details.



WWW.WEEKENDSCRIPTS.COM



EXT. RIO GAS STATION BATHROOM - SECURITY CAMERA FOOTAGE A group of guys walk out of the gas station bathroom giggling and playfully slapping each other! What happened in there? Why are they so giddy? Did one of them loudly fart? Maybe they crossed streams at the urinal? Boys will be boys! Who knows, all we know is that these guys are having a fucking blast. EXT. RIO GAS STATION PUMPS - SECURITY CAMERA FOOTAGE The swimmers, still goofing off, try to quickly get in their taxi and drive away... But the taxi isn’t driving away... uh oh... Someone is approaching the window... No one says it but they are all thinking this could be a good time to run in the gas station convenience store and grab some Flamin’ Hot Funyuns for later... but then a BLOOD CURDLING SCREAM is heard. SMASH CUT TO: INT. COURT ROOM - PRESENT DAY RYAN LOCHTE, 32, sits on the stand. This dude can pull of a suit, I mean they don’t call it a swimmer’s body for no reason, the guy is in shape and definitely gets laid. His silver hair shimmers in the harsh courtroom light as MARCIA CLARK, the super lawyer that tried to put OJ away, interrogates Lochte. MARCIA CLARK In your own words tell me what happened on that night. What?



RYAN LOCHTE



MARCIA CLARK Could you please tell us what happened? Lochte looks deep into space, he’s thinking about something that is really turning the wheels in his brain. MARCIA CLARK (CONT’D) Mr. Lochte?



2. RYAN LOCHTE Oh. Sorry I was thinking about the “Sixth Sense” ending. That was weird. Bruce Willis was dead the whole time but he was like talking to the kid and shit. Movies are freaky. Are they real? Marcia Clark stares at Ryan. She doesn’t know if he’s messing with her or not. MARCIA CLARK Let’s try to stay on topic here. The night in Rio... RYAN LOCHTE I like to think of that night in Rio like a pool. It’s calm for a while. But then after a bit, someone jumps in and it’s all rippley and stuff... Thank you, your honor. Not guilty. JUDGE You don’t get to say that. Ryan does a little air guitar solo and starts to get up. MARCIA CLARK Sit down, Mr. Lochte. RYAN LOCHTE I’m starving, dude. I have this Taco Bell app on my phone so I can pretty much get a Quesalupa at any time of day. Lochte looks around the court room. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Mom, can you grab my phone, I want to show this old lady the Taco Bell app. It’s gonna blow her ancient mind. Also I need to see if Connor texted me, we are supposed to play Xbox and eat junk food tonight. MARCIA CLARK Mr. Lochte, it’s possible you are never going home again. Lochte suddenly looks scared. Really scared. Like someone just told him they cancelled all of SPIKE TV.



3. MARCIA CLARK (CONT’D) Please try to focus. What do you remember from the gas station? Lochte squints so hard it looks like he might pop a blood vessel... We dive DEEP into his brain... EXT. RIO GAS STATION PUMPS - LOCHTE’S FANTASY Lochte and his pals are sitting in the taxi all with graphing calculators. RYAN LOCHTE (V.O.) We were waiting to go back to the hotel, doing a few calculus problems to stay sharp, when suddenly... A BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN, in his 30’s or 60’s not quite sure, the details are fuzzy, taps on the window. Lochte rolls down the window. RYAN LOCHTE WAZZZZZZUUUUUUPPPPP??!! Remember those commercials? Funny as fuck. BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN Gimme all your stuff, swim boys. MARCIA CLARK (V.O.) He called you swim boys? RYAN LOCHTE (V.O.) Yes. And then put his gun to my head but I was like whatever, man... The Brazilian with a Gun puts his gun to Lochte’s head. RYAN LOCHTE Whatever, man... I have my own form of defense... I call it TAE-BRO! The other swimmers start losing their shit laughing. That was awesome! Lochte is the American hero this country needs but more importantly the hero this country deserves. Lochte grabs the gun and disarms the Brazilian. He smashes his head into the glass and throws him to the ground.



4. Lochte jumps out of the car and starts kicking the Brazilian. He is like if Jason Bourne smoked a ton of weed; very tough but very chill to be around... And also sometimes he forgets who he is. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) I didn’t buy 55 hours of Crossfit on Blu-ray hosted by CT from the Real World/Road Rules Challenge for no reason. BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN Please. Don’t hurt me. I have a family. Lochte points the gun at the Brazilian’s head. BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN (CONT’D) We have so little in Brazil. I don’t even have money to eat or feed my children. I’m sorry... RYAN LOCHTE You’re about to learn an important lesson, when you make a high dive... You better not make a big splash... Ryan cocks the gun and shoots the Brazilian in the head. The blood squirts up in Lochte’s face as he smiles maniacally. INT. COURT ROOM - PRESENT DAY The jury gasps in horror. MARCIA CLARK You are claiming you shot him in the head? RYAN LOCHTE Oh, I said that? Nah, that was just like a cool ending I wanted to add. MARCIA CLARK May I remind you, you are under oath. RYAN LOCHTE Can I have some brown sugar with my Oath-meal? Like oatmeal. Something I thought of earlier today.



5. Ryan winks at the jury. Marcia Clark looks completely disgusted. MARCIA CLARK I need a break. I’m going to smoke a couple packs of cigarettes. Why don’t you rethink your story Ryan. From the beginning... RYAN LOCHTE The beginning, huh? EXT. ROCHESTER, NY. BACKYARD - 1988 Ryan Lochte’s parents drink Bud Lights around an above ground pool. A 4 year old Lochte, cracks another Bud and hands it to his father. This is exactly the kind of bond a father and son should share. RYAN LOCHTE (V.O.) I’ve been in and out pools ever since I can remember. LOCHTE’S DAD, tosses Lil’ Lochte in the pool. RYAN LOCHTE (V.O.) Even before I could swim. My parents would play this game where they would let me splash around while they went to dinner or to a movie or something. Lochte’s parents applaud Ryan as he struggles to stay above water. RYAN LOCHTE (V.O.) My record underwater was 54 minutes when my parents went to Applebee’s for the half price apps and forgot I wasn’t with them. Wasn’t all bad though, they brought me back some bitchin’ boneless buffalo blasters™. Lil’ Lochte has been underwater for a while. Ryan’s parents pull him out of the pool. FATHER LOCHTE I’m proud of you son. You didn’t quit. A Lochte never quits!



6. RYAN LOCHTE (V.O.) The next few years were spent in and out of hospitals and my brain was a bit frazzled so I started switching the letters J and Y which is where I came up with my catchphrase, JEAH! But I realized I had a gift. I was like a fish. But like a human. A human fish cause I had balls and stuff... Anyway, I felt most comfortable in a pool. It’s where I would have all my future victories. INT. YMCA POOL - 1996 LOCHTE (V.O.) I joined my first swim team. Lochte swims like a king past all the other kids. The competition isn’t close. THOSE LOSERS. He takes the gold medal. LOCHTE JEAH! This is dope. INT. BECKY SWANSON’S POOL - 1998 LOCHTE (V.O.) I lost my virginity. Lochte awkwardly has sex in a pair of goggles and a swim cap. LOCHTE JEAH! This is dope. WOMAN Can you stop saying JEAH during sex? LOCHTE It’s my catch phrase. WOMAN Great. Stop saying it. INT. 2008 OLYMPICS - 2008 Lochte throws up a hang loose sign!



7. LOCHTE JEAH! This is dope. Lochte does that weird thing that all Olympians do where they pretend to bite their medal. Why do they do this? Someone tell them they don’t have to do this. Things can be different. LOCHTE (V.O.) After that I was pretty much super famous, got a reality show, ended up sleeping with one of the Kardashian’s 2nd cousins. It was cool. EXT. RIO OLYMPICS - DAYS BEFORE THE TRIAL A sign outside of the hotel reads “WELCOME TO THE RIO OLYMPICS.” Lochte pulls up in his Yellow stretch Hummer blasting Papa Roach. RYAN LOCHTE (V.O.) And that’s pretty much it. All the major events in my life until I got to Rio... Ryan sees a crowd cheering. He thinks it’s for him until... A DOUBLE DECKER SUPER STRETCH HUMMER LIMO WITH A FUCKING HOT TUB IN THE BACK AND A PLAYSTATION 2 IN THE CONSOLE LIKE A CAR FROM XZIBIT’s “PIMP MY RIDE” pulls into the hotel parking lot. RYAN LOCHTE What the Hell is that thing? The limo blasts out Nickelback’s “ROCKSTAR.” None other than MICHAEL PHELPS pops his head out of the top. MICHAEL PHELPS (through a megaphone) Who here wants to fuck a living legend? The crowd goes absolutely wild. Women throw their bras, men throw their underwear! MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) The king is home... Anyone got some CASH 4 GOLD?? Phelps takes out his 18 gold medals and flashes them for the crowd.



8. Phelps is the Beatles, The Rolling Stones and The Cast of Friends (circa 1997) all rolled into one. RYAN LOCHTE Goddamn you, Michael Phelps. Goddamn you. I’m going to outshine you this Olympics. Mark my words. I WILL outshine you from head to toe. INT. RIO SUPER CUTS - DAY Ryan Lochte sits in the barber’s chair with his head covered in tin foil. RYAN LOCHTE At first I was like, okay, I’ll go full Guy Fieri, totally blonde, look cool as fuck. But then I thought, why not go silver? Look a little older, get into all the bars without a problem... BARBER Aren’t you 32? RYAN LOCHTE Jeah, so what? BARBER So why would you need to trick people to get into bars? Lochte grabs his head. BARBER (CONT’D) Are you okay? RYAN LOCHTE You ever get brain freeze even though you ain’t eating FroYo? Should I WebMD that? Could be cancer or like epilepsy. BARBER Not sure about that. RYAN LOCHTE Hair cut man, do rabbits sleep? The barber just shakes his head confused.



9. INT. LOCHTE’S HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT Lochte grabs his laptop and pops open the BING search engine, it’s just the search engine he prefers. Nothing really to talk about, just a personal preference he has. RYAN LOCHTE Dear internet, let me see all the memes so far from the Rio Olympics... My hair is gonna kill the meme game, I bet someone calls me Sisqo! THAT THONG...THONG... THONG. Ryan searches for memes and they are all of PHELPS making that angry face. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Phelps angry face?! You have to be fucking kidding me. I HATE YOU MICHAEL PHELPS. I HATE YOU. Ryan keeps clicking Memes. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) There’s one of me! The meme shows Lochte sad and says “MY hair is silver just like my medal will be when I lose to Phelps!” RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) FUCK YOU INTERNET. I wish Al Gore never invented you. Except for maybe “The Bang Bus” and the Cheerios website with all those fun Cheerios related games! INT. HOTEL BATHROOM - NIGHT Lochte starts to strip down. The bath is full. RYAN LOCHTE Doesn’t matter. Come tomorrow at the race. I’m going to win that gold. And make you look like a dummy, Michael Phelps. Lochte jumps in the bath and starts doing laps. He is taller than the tub so he keeps hitting his feet on the wall. It looks pretty painful. BUT HE DON’T QUIT. LOCHTES NEVER QUIT.



10. INT. LOCHTE’S HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT Lochte pulls down his covers, puts on the sound of a YMCA pool and throws goggles over his eyes. It’s time for the sweet prince to slumber. INT. RIO OLYMPIC POOL - DAY The pool is calm... for now. The swimmers all gather around and start to stretch their caps over their skulls. Lochte does an interview with RYAN SEACREST. RYAN SEACREST I’m Ryan Seacrest and I’m standing here with... RYAN LOCHTE Whoa! You have the same name as me! RYAN SEACREST Yes, that’s right. RYAN LOCHTE So we’re like brothers? RYAN SEACREST Sure! Brothers from another mother! Lochte grabs Seacrest by the collar. RYAN LOCHTE Don’t talk about my fucking mother bro. RYAN SEACREST (off mic) Take it easy, Lochte, I have sensitive shoulders you son of a bitch. The lights dim in the pool area, the ENTOURAGE theme song starts cranking through every speaker in the building. “OHHH YEAHHHH” or I guess in this case “OHHHH JEAHHHH.” RYAN LOCHTE You gotta be kidding me. 4 Brazilians carry Michael Phelps on their shoulders like a poolside Bar Mitzvah. He has all his medals around his neck and gives the middle fingers to everyone in the crowd. THEY FUCKING LOVE IT!!!!



11. Phelps walks over to Seacrest and steals his microphone to address the crowd like a professional wrestler. MICHAEL PHELPS WHAT UP, RIO? Y’all ready to see me stroke this pool to completion? The audience cheers for Phelps. Lochte shakes his head. RYAN LOCHTE This guy is a jerk. MICHAEL PHELPS I can’t hear you!!!! LET’S GET FUCKING WET AMERICA. Phelps throws the mic into the pool and it completely electrocutes one of the dudes filming in there but it’s okay he was just an unpaid intern. Seacrest turns to the camera. RYAN SEACREST Fireworks here tonight at the pool, literally Michael Phelps just killed an intern. Gotta love that guys commitment to his country. Amazing, inspiring, stuff. INT. POOL WAITING AREA - LATER Phelps sits in his chair doing that mean face again. SWIMMER #1 He’s doing it! He’s doing the face! SWIMMER #2 So awesome! It’s like seeing a live action meme. Lochte pumps himself up in the mirror. RYAN LOCHTE A Lochte never quits. JEAH. A Lochte never quits. JEAH. Lochte feels a tap on his shoulder... It’s Phelps. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) What do you want?



12. MICHAEL PHELPS Look man, I know I’ve been winning all the medals and making you feel a bit like a giant piece of loser shit... RYAN LOCHTE Well, I wouldn’t use those words exactly... MICHAEL PHELPS But I have a secret. You do?



RYAN LOCHTE



Phelps takes out two little blue pills. MICHAEL PHELPS These are called Super Swimmer Pills and they make me swim like really fast and shit. Lochte’s eyes go wide. RYAN LOCHTE Are you serious? Why are you telling me? MICHAEL PHELPS I dunno. I just feel guilty. I want you to Super Swim with me. I want to know that I can beat you no matter what. RYAN LOCHTE I don’t think so man... MICHAEL PHELPS Don’t be a wuss. You want to be cool don’t you? You’re a man now. You’re old. I can tell by your grey hair... I mean if you don’t want the Super Swimmer pills I’ll give them to someone else no problem... RYAN LOCHTE No no, I want to super swim. Lochte snatches the pills and swallows them. Phelps smiles from ear to ear.



13. MICHAEL PHELPS See ya out there! INT. OLYMPIC POOL - CONTINUOUS The swimmers line up ready to jump into the pool. This is the moment Lochte has been waiting for. His chance to prove himself to the world. Phelps gives Lochte a thumbs up. RYAN LOCHTE Maybe Phelps ain’t so bad!... Ugh.... Oh no... Not now. Lochte starts to adjust his Speedo. The whole world is watching. He starts to panic. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Ughhh, judges. Can we get a timeout? I’m starting to feel like when I was watching the 2003 VMAs and Britney Spears kissed Madonna but I was with my mom so I really didn’t feel comfortable having a boner... Guys??? Anyone else feeling like that right now? Anybody at all? No one is paying attention to Lochte, they are all focused on the water. OLYMPIC ANNOUNCER Take your positions. At this point Lochte has a full erection. Phelps looks over and smiles. The GO BUZZER RINGS and the swimmers jump in. If you’ve ever swam with a boner you know it’s not easy! And it certainly ain’t fun! Lochte is in dead last. RYAN LOCHTE I got an anchor weighing me down. I want a re-swim. This is bullshit. Phelps is smoking the competition, LITERALLY, he stops midstroke and pretends to light a bong. MICHAEL PHELPS I’ve heard of the 400m. But have y’all heard of the 420m??



14. The crowd goes nuts! MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) Thank you. Thank you. I’ll be here all week winning fucking Golds. Phelps continues the race and finishes first without a problem. MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) No surprise there! Seacrest continues reporting from the sidelines. He looks at Lochte going much slower than everyone. RYAN SEACREST Lochte really not living up to his potential. Sad. I remember when my father told me I wasn’t living up to my potential. Well how do you like me now dad?! Maybe I didn’t win the football match when I was a kid. And maybe I didn’t box like cousin Matty, but I’m hosting the fucking Olympics. What kind of father buys his kid an Easy Bake Oven and tells him to go play with the girls? Well I did go play with the girls, a little group of girls called the KARDASHIANS. I created that show. I’m a billionaire dad you piece of shit... ANNNNND finally Lochte finishes. Lochte is in dead last. He sadly swims up. MICHAEL PHELPS What’s the matter, Lochte. Have a hard time out there? RYAN LOCHTE Why did you do this to me? I have a rich, bountiful, erection. How long is this going to last? Phelps looks at Lochte and does that famous “4” finger wag that he did for cameras. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) WHAT?! 4 hours? All the swimmers get out of the pool while the cameras take pictures of them, Lochte refuses to get out.



15. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Think I’m just gonna stay in here for a while, get some more practice in. 2020 Olympics are right around the corner. You guys go ahead. An Olympic official runs over to the pool. OLYMPIC OFFICIAL Mr. Lochte... Mr. Lochte... Your hair dye is turning the pool a bright green color. The pool is now totally green instead of blue. RYAN LOCHTE Oh sick! It’s like St. Paddy’s day. Who wants to do a Power Hour and hunt Leprechauns with tasers? OLYMPIC OFFICIAL Mr. Lochte, you’ve made a mockery out of the Olympics. Get out of the pool. Lochte leaves the pool, still with an erection and the entire Olympic crowd points and laughs at Lochte. Shaming him. RYAN LOCHTE NO! NO!!!!! I’ll get you Michael Phelps, if it’s the last thing I ever do. EXT. HOUSE PARTY - NIGHT The Olympians all gather for one big frat style party every night. IT’S SO SICK! The Olympian ping pong players are on the beer pong table doing insane tricks. They do back flips, front flips and side flips as they slam the pong balls into the Solo cups. At these parties they refer to the cups as (Hope) Solo cups. YES!!!!! Ma Long, the Ping Pong Olympic champ from China, slams the ball against the house which ricochets it onto a tree sends it off 3 people's heads, into oncoming traffic, off the hood of a Ford Focus, into the hands of a stray raccoon who tosses it back into a cup. USAIN BOLT runs into the party fashionably late.



16. USAIN BOLT Anyone up for some Flip Cup? A giant table is set up with cups on each side. USAIN BOLT (CONT’D) Me VS. Everyone! Bolt starts to drink and flip and go to the next cup. Like THE FLASH you can’t even see him as he makes his way down the table and wins before anyone can even take a drink. Bolt does his famous pose while covered in Coors Light. The U.S. Women’s Gymnastics team tap a new keg. KEG STAND!



GABBY DOUGLAS



Gabby goes to the roof and does a forward somersault landing in an upright keg stand. CROWD CHUG! CHUG! CHUG! CHUG! She keg stands for a good three minutes then does a PERFECT back handspring dismount off the keg. People at the party hold up signs that say “10.” OLYMPIC OFFICIAL She holds the Olympic party world record keg stand! Beating former champion, Max Whitlock. Max looks real sad. He frowns. GABBY DOUGLAS You should smile more bitch! The party cheers for her. Olympic swimmers GUNNAR BENTZ, JIMMY FEIGEN, and JACK CONGER, stand around the pool. GUNNAR BENTZ Should we just jump in with our clothes on? The clothes they are wearing are still their Speedos, swim caps, and goggles.



17. JIMMY FEIGEN Let’s do it! Let’s get crazy! You only live once! GUNNAR BENTZ So true. They should come up with an abbreviation for that. Lochte walks in and there is a record scratch, everyone stops and stares. USAIN BOLT Uh oh! Someone call the boner patrol! Bolt pulls up a meme on the giant projector screen that shows Lochte with a boner that says “IT’S HARD TO SWIM!” The crowd laughs, Lochte sinks his head down. RYAN LOCHTE Shut up everyone. Shut up. I’m rubber, you’re glue... Wait a second I’m not rubber am I? I’m Ryan. Can someone confirm this? Oh my God, I don’t even know who I am anymore. The other swimmers, Bentz, Feigen, and Conger run up to Lochte. JACK CONGER He got you with the Viagra trick didn’t he? Said they were Super Swimmer pills? RYAN LOCHTE How did you know? JACK CONGER Did it to me, 2008 Olympics. JIMMY FEIGEN And me, Summer Games ‘04. GUNNAR BENTZ And me, my little cousin’s birthday at a New Jersey public swimming pool. Haven’t seen my family since... Lochte shakes his head.



18. RYAN LOCHTE We need to get that son of a bitch. We need to get him good. He’s sick in the head and needs to be taken down a notch. The boys all pour a shot and take it down. Then they pour another one... Suddenly a HELICOPTER appears over their heads, it’s blowing around everything at the party. The Olympic trampoline people are being blown away mid-air as they flip around. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) What the heck is that? Pieces of gold scraps start to fall on the party. As they look a little closer, Phelps is sitting outside of a helicopter shaving one of his medals like he’s peeling a carrot. Phelps hangs off the side of the helicopter and does a dive into the pool from 10,000 feet up... OH MY GOD.



RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D)



Phelps lands and it’s not good... The Party falls dead silent. Phelps is face down in the pool. PARTYER MEDIC. WE NEED A MEDIC. A HOT MEDIC, 23, blonde, probably could have been a model if she wanted but ended up going to med school to please her parents, grabs Phelps from the pool and starts to give him CPR. HOT MEDIC Come on, Michael. Stay with me. America needs you to swim! Hot medic punches his chest, blows into his mouth, and slaps around Michael’s face. Michael’s eyes start to flutter open. MICHAEL PHELPS What? No FOUR-PLAY first???



19. Phelps does his famous four finger wag again at the party and everyone LOSES THEIR SHIT!!!! MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) Seriously, I gotta teach this chick the breast stroke! The other swimmers stand around, furious at Phelps. RYAN LOCHTE We have to get that motherfucker. I think I have a plan. Lochte pours another round of shots and they cheers. A SIREN BLARES from outside. USAIN BOLT OH SHIT. COPS ARE HERE. GOTTA BOLT! Usain BOLTS through the fence at top speed. The party starts to scatter. The pole vaulters launch over the fence. The swimmers run out the back and open their phones. EXT. RIO STREETS - NIGHT Lochte, Feigen, Conger and Bentz stand outside. Lochte opens up UBER on his phone. RYAN LOCHTE 50x surging. Are you fucking kidding me? JIMMY FEIGEN Come on man, we have to get out of here. Just call it. RYAN LOCHTE Are you guys chill to split with this with me? GUNNAR BENTZ YES! Hurry up dude. Lochte pauses for a beat... JACK CONGER What are you waiting for?!



20. RYAN LOCHTE You all have the Uber app right? I just don’t want to run into a situation where you guys can’t split it and then it’s like am I really going to ask these guys for like $6 in cash, but deep down a resentment is going to build that I never got that money... JACK CONGER Fuck it, let’s just jump in that taxi. INT. TAXI - NIGHT The swimmers jump in the taxi with a couple Mike’s Hard Lemonades that they pass around. It rules. The driver NASIR KHAN, 22, looks nervous when the guys get in. NASIR KHAN This is my dad’s taxi actually guys, I can’t really take anyone. The swimmers aren’t paying attention at all. They start playing drinking games. RYAN LOCHTE Okay, NEVER HAVE I EVER, NOT had sex with chicks! The swimmers love it. JIMMY FEIGEN Hey driver, we need to pee take us somewhere with a piss hole before we make yellow in your backseat. NASIR KHAN Guys, I really can’t, this is my dad’s... RYAN LOCHTE Hey, excuse me, driver... Yes?



NASIR KHAN



RYAN LOCHTE Do you speak any English?



21. NASIR KHAN Yes. I am speaking to you in English right now. Lochte looks at the boys in the backseat. RYAN LOCHTE This guy has no idea what I’m saying. NASIR KHAN Yes I do. I can hear everything. Lochte does that move where he spins his finger in circles around his head and points to Nasir as if to say “THIS GUY IS CRAZY!” RYAN LOCHTE Let me break this down for you. EL DRIVE-0 to PISS PLACE. POR FAVOR, HASTA LA VISTA. NASIR KHAN Whatever man... RYAN LOCHTE (to himself) Whatever man... I like that saying. I’ll use that. Nasir starts to drive. The boys continue to chug the Mike’s Hard. JIMMY FEIGEN Yo buddy, if we don’t get some “30 Seconds to Mars” blasting in 30 seconds or less I’m gonna break every window in this piece of shit Taxi. EXT. TOLL BOOTH - NIGHT The security camera tracks the taxi as it passes through. If you look closely you can see Lochte showing his full ass to the camera. The boys in the back love it. EXT. RIO GAS STATION - NIGHT The security cameras capture the taxi pulling into the gas station. Now all of their asses are exposed. SMASH CUT TO:



22. INT. COURT ROOM - DAY Lochte is still on the stand re-telling the story. RYAN LOCHTE Then he had his Machine gun/Machete thing to my head and I was like “Whatever, man.” MARCIA CLARK Now you’re saying it’s a machine gun machete? RYAN LOCHTE Yeah. It sort of looked like a future gun. Like way in the future. Like movie future. Have you ever seen Saving Private Ryan? MARCIA CLARK Yes, that movie takes place in the past not the future. RYAN LOCHTE What movie? MARCIA CLARK Saving Private Ryan. RYAN LOCHTE Hehehe, My name’s Ryan. MARCIA CLARK Very good... Lochte claps for himself. RYAN LOCHTE When I used to do good at home by mom would give me a double stuffed Oreo. Marcia checks her pockets. MARCIA CLARK Oh. Well I don’t have any of those. Please continue to explain the future gun. RYAN LOCHTE Well I guess, future sort of like... Have you ever seen Gangs of New York?



23. MARCIA CLARK That’s the past too. Platoon?



RYAN LOCHTE



MARCIA CLARK Goddammit. Can we have have a recess for the day. Take Mr. Lochte back to his prison quarters for the night and let him sleep for a while. INT. RIO PRISON - NIGHT Lochte walks around the prison looking for someone to talk to. RYAN LOCHTE Hey buddy, where is the pool in this shithole? I haven’t gotten to practice my backstroke in days. Fuck you.



PRISONER



RYAN LOCHTE Wow! Someone woke up on the wrong side of the prison cot this morning. Yikes! Whatever, man. Thanks for nothing. A PRISON GUARD approaches Lochte and grabs his shoulder. PRISON GUARD Your new lawyer is here. RYAN LOCHTE Good. I told them I wanted Franklin & Bash and if I can’t get both I at the very least need Bash here. His style of practicing law is a little bit unconventional but i’ll be damned if he doesn’t get the job done every time. INT. PRIVATE PRISON QUARTERS - NIGHT Lochte sits in the room by himself.



24. RYAN LOCHTE (to himself) But like, if Bruce Willis was dead the entire movie then how was he speaking?? That shit was spooky. A MAN enters the room. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) You’re not Franklin or Bash. What the fuck, man? MAN Those are TV characters, Ryan. I’m a real person, a real lawyer and most of all a real believer... in the TRUTH. The man reveals himself to be BRIAN WILLIAMS, the news anchor who very famously lied about being in a helicopter that went down in Iraq. BRIAN WILLIAMS I’m your lawyer now, Ryan. I was just like you once, young, handsome, celebrated Olympian. RYAN LOCHTE You were in the Olympics? BRIAN WILLIAMS Absolutely. All of them. Twice. Awesome.



RYAN LOCHTE



BRIAN WILLIAMS You’re Goddamn right, awesome. I would have been competing this year too if I wasn’t dealing with my own personal demons after shooting Harambe to save a child’s life. RYAN LOCHTE Right. Right. I have no idea what you’re talking about. Ryan looks down at Brian Williams’ feet and starts to gag. They are all scabbed up with some disgusting fungus. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Yo. You got some bad Eczema, bro.



25. BRIAN WILLIAMS Not Eczema at all. I used a time machine to travel back to 1980 and save a baby from the volcanic eruption of Mount St. Helen’s. So my feet were drenched in lava. Being a hero is not easy, but it’s satisfying. RYAN LOCHTE Holy shit. Maybe you are as cool as Franklin, still not sure if you can top Bash though. Thank you.



BRIAN WILLIAMS



RYAN LOCHTE So you want to hear my side of the story? This dude had a rocket launcher to my skull and... Brian puts his hand up. BRIAN WILLIAMS Ryan. The real story doesn’t matter. RYAN LOCHTE It doesn’t? BRIAN WILLIAMS What matters is the honest story that you believe to be true. RYAN LOCHTE Wow. Never thought about it like that. BRIAN WILLIAMS During the day we will fight on trial. At night just keep your head down in prison. See you tomorrow in the court room. Remember the TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE. Brian gets up and presses a buzzer. BRIAN WILLIAMS (CONT’D) Guard. Get me out of here, I’m accepting the Nobel Peace Prize tonight.



26. INT. PRISON COMMON AREA - NIGHT Lochte puts some weight on a bench press and looks around. RYAN LOCHTE Anyone got a pair of Beats by Dre I can borrow? I can’t really get a good pump in without a pair of headphones worth $300 or more. The inmates just look at Lochte. RIO INMATE I’m gonna kill that silver-haired motherfucker... The inmate runs at Lochte and starts to do some insane JiuJitsu. RYAN LOCHTE What are you doing? RIO INMATE Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Capoeira, you piece of shit. Lochte starts slapboxing the air. RYAN LOCHTE Well I practice a little something called CAPO-JEAH-RA! Lochte has to stop for a second and laugh at his own joke. He can’t believe he came up with that. Good for him! The inmate knocks Lochte on the ground and starts to kick him repeatedly. It kind of looks like Lochte might die. VOICE STOP IT. BRING THE SWIMMER UPSTAIRS. A bunch of “oooh’s” start to circulate around the prison. Whoever just said that is important and SCARY. The Rio inmate immediately stops kicking Lochte and picks him up. RIO INMATE (looking up) Sorry, your greatness. I didn’t know he was with you.



27. INT. PRISON UPPER DECK - CONTINUOUS Lochte slunks upstairs and into a rather luxurious cell. Whoever this inmate is has it made. He seems to rule these parts. Lava lamp in the cell, bikini chick pictures, and that cat poster that says “HANG IN THERE, IT’S ALMOST FRIDAY.” VOICE You need my help. My protection. RYAN LOCHTE Aren’t you... VOICE That’s right, Lance Armstrong. Biker boy. LANCE ARMSTRONG is revealed to be the king of the Rio prison. RYAN LOCHTE You can help me in here? Lance does some air pedaling. LANCE ARMSTRONG Sure I can. But first I need you to do something for me... Someone is going to be coming to the prison with some stuff... You will need to swallow it... I need a fix... I need a fix real bad. INT. COURT ROOM - DAY The Brazilian with a Gun from Lochte’s story is now on the stand as Brian Williams cross examines him. BRIAN WILLIAMS Only have a few questions for you. I’d appreciate if you would answer honestly. BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN I will. I am an honest person. Never told a lie in my life. BRIAN WILLIAMS Isn’t it true, that I was in the room when they shot Osama Bin Laden?



28. BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN Ummm... I don’t know? BRIAN WILLIAMS You don’t KNOW. Or you don’t want to say? Brian Williams looks at the jury like, “YOU SEE? THIS GUY CAN’T BE TRUSTED.” BRIAN WILLIAMS (CONT’D) And isn’t true that during Katrina I helped build an ark that saved all the animals and helped them to repopulate? BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN Are you talking about Noah’s Ark? BRIAN WILLIAMS Noah’s Ark? Jury, can we really trust a man that is referencing a story that is thousands of years old? I mean come on. Marcia Clark stands up. MARCIA CLARK Objection your honor. What does this have to do with anything pertaining to the case? JUDGE Overruled. I like where he’s going with this. I see why you were on TV, you’ve got the “IT” factor! BRIAN WILLIAMS Thank you, Judge. I just have one final question for this disgusting excuse for a human being... Brian Williams winks at Lochte and gets right in the face of the Brazilian. BRIAN WILLIAMS (CONT’D) Wasn’t I responsible for the changing of the Instagram app icon? The Brazilian looks shaken. BRIAN WILLIAMS (CONT’D) SAY IT. SAY it you piece of shit.



29. BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN YES. YES YOU WERE. BRIAN WILLIAMS Boom baby! That’s how you lawyer when you are a lawyer. No further questions. Brian sits down with Lochte and gives him a pat on the shoulders. BRIAN WILLIAMS (CONT’D) We’ve got these motherfuckers right where we want them. Brian and Lochte do a fist bump. INT. LANCE ARMSTRONG’S CELL - NIGHT Lochte sits over the toilet trying to shit out the product he smuggled in for Lance. RYAN LOCHTE Damn, this is harsh. This reminds me of Spring Break ‘03 when Tony Allens bet me I couldn’t eat 15 Chalupas and an entire brick of provolone cheese. Proved him wrong. Still hooked up with Shana Benton after. It was legit. Very cool.



LANCE ARMSTRONG



RYAN LOCHTE ALMOST THERE... Hey Lance... Ryan still grunting as he shits over the prison toilet. He tries to philosophize as he is in great pain. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) You ever think about life outside of this place? UGHHH MY TUMMY... like if we could go back and do everything differently. Not only our actions... but our relationships... UGHHHHHH... Love differently.... UGHHHH HERE IT COMES... Laugh differently... UGHHH IM SHITTING!!!!... Be differently... BE BETTER.



30. Lochte finishes pooping and Lance runs over to it and pulls out 4 giant cups for “CUPPING.” LANCE ARMSTRONG Awesome. This is going to be great. Lance starts to heat up the cups with a blow torch and sticks one on his leg. LANCE ARMSTRONG (CONT’D) You want a hit? RYAN LOCHTE I really shouldn’t... Lance starts to cup his chest and collapses in pure ecstasy. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Alright, you broke me, let me get one. INT. EXTRAVAGANT AQUARIUM - NIGHT The other swimmers that were with Lochte on that infamous night all sit at a nicely set table in front of a giant Aquarium sized fish tank. JIMMY FEIGEN You guys know why we’re here? JACK CONGER No idea. I thought Gunnar invited me. GUNNAR BENTZ Hell no. I thought Feigen invited both of us. The swimmers start to look around. They stare into the aquarium fish tank. JIMMY FEIGEN The Hell is that thing? Michael Phelps starts to swim from the top into the aquarium. He has all his medals on and knocks on the glass to get the boys’ attention. Phelps.



JACK CONGER



31. Phelps starts to hump the glass hard... and then harder... and harder until it SHATTERS. 50,000 tons of water stream through the lobby of the aquarium. The table the swimmers were sitting at starts to float away. MICHAEL PHELPS What up, fuck boys? You like my entrance? GUNNAR BENTZ Why did you just do that? MICHAEL PHELPS Because I can. Don’t you get it? When you swim the best, you are the best. I’ve gone down on more chicks this week than you have in your whole lives combined. JIMMY FEIGEN Okay... Weird thing to say unprompted. MICHAEL PHELPS Let me tell you guys a little story... When I was 8 years old I used to swim with this kid named Bill Hexley, I was always way faster than him, I had more girlfriends than him, and I had a Pokemon card collection that put his to fucking shame. I’m not kidding, his best card was a lameass Bulbasaur. The boys laugh. JACK CONGER Okay, we follow. MICHAEL PHELPS But one day out of nowhere we were in the pool, and little Bill Hexley started gaining on me and gaining on me until finally, he passed me. Because I underestimated him. After that day I never lost another solo race. Lochte is the closest thing I have to competition and for that reason, I must end him.



32. GUNNAR BENTZ What happened to little Bill Hexley? Phelps smiles. MICHAEL PHELPS Let’s just say... These days, he’s swimming with the fishes... Phelps nods to the other giant fish tank behind them. BILL HEXLEY, 32, is swimming in the aquarium with the fishes and a net. MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) He cleans my fish tanks now. GUNNAR BENTZ Got it... So what do you want from us? Phelps counts stacks of money. MICHAEL PHELPS I can give you guys the life you always wanted. Fame. Fortune. Unlimited access to Michael Phelps branded goggles. I can see the best underwater. THE BEST. JIMMY FEIGEN What do we have to do? MICHAEL PHELPS All you need to do, is testify against Lochte. The boys sit stunned. GUNNAR BENTZ But he’s our friend. MICHAEL PHELPS There are no friends in swimming. Only competition. I won’t even watch Friends re-runs on Netflix. And I fucking love David Schwimmer. I’m a certified Schwim fan. Wow.



JIMMY FEIGEN



33. MICHAEL PHELPS No pressure. Think about it. But ask yourselves one question, do you want to be Bill Hexley or do you want to be... Michael Phelps? Phelps gets up, gets on his electric hoverboard thing and rides away as $100 bills float out of his Speedo. INT. JURY SELECTION ROOM - DAY Marcia Clark and Brian Williams sit in a room with a ton of potential new jury members. MARCIA CLARK Alright everyone, due to some unforeseen circumstances in the case we are selecting a few new jury members. Please remember to be honest with us as we will find out if you are lying. Brian Williams pulls the first name from his list. BRIAN WILLIAMS I’d like to interview, Manti Te’o. MANTI TE’O, the football player, steps up to the jury box. BRIAN WILLIAMS (CONT’D) Are you prepared to give up what could be up to 6 months of your time on this case? MANTI TE’O I don’t think so. I just started dating this new girl that I think I’m going to marry. We actually met online. I love her so much, my sweet, sweet, Meredith McIver. BRIAN WILLIAMS Meredith McIver, I’ve heard that name before haven’t I? MANTI TE’O Well, she’s kind of famous. She wrote Melania Trump’s speech for the GOP convention. BRIAN WILLIAMS Oh wow! Congratulations on nailing her down. Great speech.



34. Marcia Clark lights up a cigarette. NEXT!



MARCIA CLARK



BRIAN WILLIAMS What are you doing? He’s good! NEXT!



MARCIA CLARK



HILLARY CLINTON, walks through the door and sits down at the jury box. BRIAN WILLIAMS Hey Hillary. Big fan! Thank you!



HILLARY CLINTON



BRIAN WILLIAMS So this whole Benghazi thing, what about that? HILLARY CLINTON Well as Secretary of State I did take responsibility for that, it’s a dangerous place. Have you ever been over there? BRIAN WILLIAMS Twice this month! NEXT!!!!!



MARCIA CLARK



Marcia lights up another cigarette, at this point she has 4 cigarettes dangling from her mouth. A strange man walks through the door next. He looks familiar... but different... with a familiar voice but... slightly different... Name?



BRIAN WILLIAMS



JOHN MILLER My name’s John Miller. BRIAN WILLIAMS John Miller. I swear I’ve heard that name too.



35. JOHN MILLER Well, I was Donald Trump’s PR guy in the early 90’s. JOHN MILLER, the fake PR guy Donald Trump made up, is DONALD TRUMP in disguise. He adjusts his terrible disguise wig. BRIAN WILLIAMS Oh wow. So you know a little about telling the truth. How would you approach this case? John raises his tiny hands. JOHN MILLER (TRUMP) Well first of all, I’ve been hugely successful in all the cases I’ve been a juror on. BRIAN WILLIAMS Oh you’ve done this before? JOHN MILLER Millions of times. I’d like to take any of these Brazilian creeps that are trying to rid America of our medals and make America NOT great again, and I’d like to build a wall around them. Each person gets an individual wall and we pay for it by taking the money from their families and loved ones. Really ruin their pathetic lives. BRIAN WILLIAMS I think that’s great. You’re in. NOPE!



MARCIA CLARK



INT. LANCE ARMSTRONG’S CELL - NIGHT Lance is covered head to toe in cupping marks. LANCE ARMSTRONG I finally feel alive again! Lochte sits on the bed and plugs in an electric shaver. He starts to shave all his silver hair off. LANCE ARMSTRONG (CONT’D) Whoa. Easy.



36.



What?



RYAN LOCHTE



LANCE ARMSTRONG How are you going to get in bars if you don’t have grey hair? RYAN LOCHTE Don’t care about that. I’m a different person now. Prison changed me, man. A TATTOO DUDE is also in the room. Lochte puts out his hand. The tattoo dude inks “S.W.I.M” On each one of Lochte’s knuckles. It’s so fucking dope. LANCE ARMSTRONG Jesus Christ dude, you’ve only been in here 4 days. RYAN LOCHTE Time is a flat circle. LANCE ARMSTRONG Yikes! Okay, time for bed. Big day of court tomorrow pal. INT. PRISON COMMON AREA - CONTINUOUS Lochte walks down stairs while the rest of the inmates stare it him. RYAN LOCHTE Anyone have anything to say to me? INMATE #4 Fuck you, you white male privilege son of a bitch. RYAN LOCHTE I didn’t think so. INMATE #4 I said fuck you! RYAN LOCHTE Silence. Just as I expected.



37. INT. COURT ROOM - DAY Jimmy Feigen, Jack Conger and Gunnar Bentz sit in the Jury box as Marcia Clark cross examines them. MARCIA CLARK So what you are saying is that there was no robbery? Only immature behavior? Is the leader of those antics in this court room? There is a long pause. The swimmers look around. ... No...



JIMMY FEIGEN



The jury gasps. JIMMY FEIGEN (CONT’D) Oh yeah, there he is. He shaved his head so he looks like mad different. It’s Lochte though. Ryan Lochte made us do all this shit. RYAN LOCHTE Come on, I thought we were pals! There’s no “I” in friendship. MARCIA CLARK Yep, there is. Judge nods his head. JUDGE Yes. There is an “I” in friendship for sure. Most people in the court room nod their head yes. RYAN LOCHTE I know you are but what am I. JUDGE Doesn’t apply here Ryan. MARCIA CLARK Boys, in your own words, can you explain to me what happened the night of the incident?



38. EXT. RIO GAS STATION - NIGHT The taxi pulls into the gas station. The swimmers get out. RYAN LOCHTE Alright, everyone take one of these Michael Phelps masks. Lochte hands out cheaply made paper masks with Michael Phelps’ face on them. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) The plan is to piss all over everything and cause a real ruckus. Then when they check the security cameras back they will see Michael Phelps ruining everything!!!! But...



GUNNAR BENTZ



RYAN LOCHTE But what, Gunnar? Chicken butt? Is that what you were going to say? GUNNAR BENTZ No, I was gonna say but what about this part of the night? Won’t they see us on camera doing this part and handing out the Phelps masks? Lochte starts to grab his head in great pain. RYAN LOCHTE Shitttt, man. You just blew my brains into next week with that comment... I might need a nap or like a glass of warm milk or something to get me back to normal. Jimmy Feigen tries to grab Lochte to shake some sense into him. JIMMY FEIGEN Stay with us. We’ve come this far. RYAN LOCHTE Don’t touch me right now, man. I’m fragile and confused. Scared as all Hell. Why do I always have to be the brains of the operation?



39. JACK CONGER It’s gonna be okay, let’s just keep going with the plan. Ryan snaps out of it. JEAH!



RYAN LOCHTE



The security footage shows the boys walking into the bathroom with Michael Phelps’ masks on. INT. RIO GAS STATION BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS Lochte punches the paper towel machine. RYAN LOCHTE “I’M Michael Phelps, the worlds biggest dumb dumb. I break paper towel machines and piss on walls! And by the way, I’m not that good at swimming!” Lochte unzips his pants and pisses all over the walls. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Now you try, Feigen. JIMMY FEIGEN I’m Michael Phelps, Olympic athlete and seemingly great dude. Lochte slaps Feigen. RYAN LOCHTE Totally wrong. Let’s clog the sink like the wet bandits of the new millennium and get the Hell out of here. EXT. GAS STATION PUMPS - CONTINUOUS The swimmers run out of the bathroom, giggling and having a blast. The people that work there examine the bathroom and would just like to know what happened. BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN Excuse me? Umm... Excuse me, Swim Boys.



40. MARCIA CLARK (V.O.) So he did actually call you guys “Swim Boys?” JIMMY FEIGEN (V.O.) Yes, that part is true. The swimmers ignore the clerk and jump in the taxi. BRAZILIAN WITH A GUN Hello? I mean it’s not really a big deal, I would just maybe like you to help clean up? Or give me like $50 or something? You are millionaires after all and this place is my entire livelihood. Hello? Swim boys? The clerk knocks on the window. RYAN LOCHTE Shit. He’s got a gun. GUNNAR BENTZ I think that’s actually an umbrella he was trying to hand us cause it’s drizzling out. BRAZILIAN WITH AN UMBRELLA Do you want this umbrella? You guys shouldn’t get sick here, the Rio doctors aren’t the best. RYAN LOCHTE Are you kidding me? I live my life being wet, that son of a bitch. Lochte gets out of the car and starts to beat up the gas station clerk. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Oh shit, I almost forgot. Lochte reaches in the car and grabs the Phelps mask from the backseat and puts it on. He continues kicking the clerk. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) This is a message from Michael Phelps. The meanest man in swimming. The boys jump in the taxi and it drives away.



41. INT. TAXI - NIGHT Everyone is dead silent. JIMMY FEIGEN Yeah... That got a little out of control. RYAN LOCHTE It’s cool. We are famous. Famous people don’t go to jail, look at Wesley Snipes. GUNNAR BENTZ Went to jail. RYAN LOCHTE Lindsey Lohan. JIMMY FEIGEN Went to jail. RYAN LOCHTE OJ Simpson? JACK CONGER Still in jail. RYAN LOCHTE Shit. Let’s just say they robbed us at gunpoint and make them look like the criminals. JEAH! INT. COURT ROOM - DAY Marcia Clark smiles. She has this case in the bag! MARCIA CLARK Thank you, swim boys. No further questions. Brian Williams stands up. He walks over to the swimmers slowly. Deliberately. BRIAN WILLIAMS Gentlemen, I’ll make this short, I only have one question. Did I or did I not build the pyramids? Lochte shakes his head and slunks in his seat.



42. EXT. RIO PRISON YARD - DAY Lochte looks out past the basketball courts towards the ocean. LANCE ARMSTRONG Nothing out there but 2,000 miles of ocean. RYAN LOCHTE I can swim it. What?



LANCE ARMSTRONG



RYAN LOCHTE I just need to get out of here. LANCE ARMSTRONG You think you can swim to the United States? RYAN LOCHTE No. I don’t think. I never think... I know. Because a Lochte never quits. Jeah?...



LANCE ARMSTRONG



Ryan looks Lance deep in the eyes. Jeah...



RYAN LOCHTE



EXT. ROOSEVELT HOTEL IN HOLLYWOOD - NIGHT This party is fucking sick!!!! So many celebs are here right now! I’m talking Mark McGrath from Sugar Ray, Guy Fieri and the chick that was the gone girl in “Gone Girl.” But none of these loser celebrities compare to Michael Phelps who is in the pool doing laps in the middle of the party. MICHAEL PHELPS Anyone up for some Cupping... Of my balls?! GROUP OF HOT MODELS He’s hilarious!



43. EXT. FRONT OF THE ROOSEVELT - NIGHT Feigen, Gunnar and Conger stand outside by themselves. GUNNAR BENTZ Can you check that list again? We are on it. We are with Michael Phelps. BOUNCER Sorry guys, you aren’t. JIMMY FEIGEN Get Phelps out here. The bouncer talks into his shirt and Phelps comes running out. JIMMY FEIGEN (CONT’D) Hey Michael! JACK CONGER Michael! Tell this guy we are with you. Phelps squints and stares at the guys. MICHAEL PHELPS Never seen these guys before in my life. JIMMY FEIGEN WHAT?! You said you can help us become celebrities like you. MICHAEL PHELPS No. I would never be friends with you guys. You look like the kind of guys that would take 12 minutes to swim a 400m. GUNNAR BENTZ You son of a bitch. Gunnar lunges at Phelps but the bouncer stops him. BOUNCER It’s time for you guys to go. Phelps slaps the bouncer on the back. MICHAEL PHELPS I think there’s a Chuck E. Cheese down the road. Fucking losers.



44. Phelps runs back inside. MICHAEL PHELPS (O.S.) (CONT’D) Who wants to see me hang my medals from my schlong?! CHEERS from the party. GUNNAR BENTZ I can’t fucking believe that. He tricked us. After we snitched on our friend. JACK CONGER Should we check out where that Chuck E. Cheese is? JIMMY FEIGEN We betrayed Lochte. We have no choice now. We have to save him. JACK CONGER So it’s a no-go on the Chuck E. Cheese? INT. PRISON VISITOR AREA - DAY Lochte sits with his arms crossed as the swimmers sit across from him in the visitors area. JIMMY FEIGEN We’re sorry man. RYAN LOCHTE It just stinks, guys. When your best pals take a plop on your heart. GUNNAR BENTZ To quote the wise and powerful Biebs, is it too late to say that I’m sorry? RYAN LOCHTE Never too late, fellas! They all do a group hug and Lochte pulls Gunnar real close. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Did you bring the shit? GUNNAR BENTZ Here swallow it.



45. Lochte looks like he is really struggling to swallow something. They stay in hug position for around 8 minutes and everyone is staring at them. The prison guard walks over and tries to break up the group. PRISON GUARD Almost done with that group hug? JIMMY FEIGEN Five more minutes. Okay...



PRISON GUARD



INT. LANCE ARMSTRONG’S CELL - NIGHT Lochte is once again perched over the toilet trying to get something out. RYAN LOCHTE UGHHHHH... It’s just like friendship is a bond that should never be betrayed... UGHHH HELP ME GOD... And respect is something that can’t be taught... NOOOO I NEED A DOCTOR... But these guys came through in a major way... Lochte finishes on the toilet and reaches in to pull out a pair of goggles, a swim cap and two types of Speedos. He holds the Speedos up for Lance. LANCE ARMSTRONG Definitely navy blue. RYAN LOCHTE Jeah! I think I’ll go navy blue for my escape mission... You sure you don’t want to break out of this place with me? This is gonna be a Balls to the wall mission... Or well I guess for you, ball to the wall... LANCE ARMSTRONG No thanks. As strange as it sounds this is my home. I’m comfortable here. RYAN LOCHTE Thanks for everything.



46. Ryan and Lance hug. LANCE ARMSTRONG Let’s break you out of prison. Lance puts the Cupping device against a brick and starts the sucking mechanism. He keeps going and cranking until the brick comes loose. He tosses the brick to Lochte and starts on the one after it. He keeps doing this brick after brick after brick... INT. RIO BUFFALO WILD WINGS - NIGHT Marcia Clark and Brian Williams share a beer at the Rio Buffalo Wild Wings. Marcia raises her glass. MARCIA CLARK To tomorrow being the last day of this crazy trial. BRIAN WILLIAMS To me saving all those small children in the Tsunami! They cheers. MARCIA CLARK You didn’t do any of this stuff, Brian. You know that right? Brian slunks his head. BRIAN WILLIAMS I know... I just want to be great. MARCIA CLARK Greatness doesn’t come from the mouth... It comes from the heart... Tears start to well up in Brian Williams’ eyes. This a real emotional moment for him. BRIAN WILLIAMS Thank you. I haven’t gotten this emotional since I ended ISIS and saved Princess Peach from King Koopa.



47. MARCIA CLARK Right. Right... So You think Lochte did it? BRIAN WILLIAMS Doesn’t matter what I think. It’s what the jury thinks and I think that they think that I’m a hero. Marcia gets distracted by Brian’s disgusting feet. MARCIA CLARK What’s going on with your feet? Brian’s feet are still scabbed and wrapped in plastic. BRIAN WILLIAMS Shark attack off the Amalfi coast. You ever play Mortal Kombat? Yeah.



MARCIA CLARK



BRIAN WILLIAMS I had to Liu Kang the shark in the head for about an hour. MARCIA CLARK Impressive. Brian looks off in the distance. MARCIA CLARK (CONT’D) What’s wrong? BRIAN WILLIAMS It’s probably nothing but what do you think Lochte meant when he said “If I don’t see you at the end of the trial, it’s because I broke out of prison and swam to the United States...” Brian and Marcia think on it for a second. They take another sip of their beer and THEN... MARCIA CLARK Oh shit. He’s trying to break out of prison!



BRIAN WILLIAMS (CONT'D) Oh shit. He’s trying to break out of prison!



48. INT. OLYMPIC HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT Hundreds of people gather around the TV screens as news coverage follows Lochte swimming in the ocean. RYAN SEACREST Coming to you live now from Rio, with live breaking news. LITERALLY breaking news! Ryan Lochte has broken out of prison. The TV monitors show a helicopter flying overhead shining a light on Lochte as he swims fiercely towards the United States. RYAN SEACREST (CONT’D) How did Lochte break out?! We may never know. But if I had to take one guess I would imagine he befriended Lance Armstrong in prison who forced him to hide Cupping equipment in his ass as a sign of good faith. Lochte then used that skill of sneaking items in and had Jimmy Feigen, Jack Conger, and Gunnar Bentz smuggle in his swim gear which he also swallowed and pulled from his ass. Then he used the cups to pull the bricks from the wall and the rest is history. But who knows. I’m not a detective. I’m just a little fancy TV boy, AREN’T I DAD???? EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NIGHT Lochte comfortably swims and tackles the waves no problem. RYAN LOCHTE A Lochte never quits. A Lochte never quits. The helicopter above him shines a light down and talks from a megaphone. FBI HELICOPTER VOICE Mr. Lochte surrender now and we will not increase your prison sentence... Yeah right... Whoops I thought this thing was off... How do I turn this off?... Shit... Oh there we go... Mr. Lochte we are prepared to offer you...



49. There is a long pause. FBI HELICOPTER VOICE (CONT’D) Sorry. I figured out how to turn it off but I actually wanted to talk there. Everything I said earlier was off the record. Let’s make a deal... This guys a fucking idiot we aren’t making a deal... SHIT... STRIKE THAT! Lochte pays no mind. He keeps swimming. INT. RIO PRISON - NIGHT The prison inmates stand around the TV as they cover Lochte swimming his heart out. LANCE ARMSTRONG (Rob Schneider voice) You can do it! Lance looks around. LANCE ARMSTRONG (CONT’D) You guys remember that shit? From The Waterboy? Lochte is my little Waterboy! INT. LAS VEGAS PRISON - NIGHT OJ SIMPSON stands around the TV with the other inmates. OJ SIMPSON DAMN! He’s taking the police chase to the high seas. Gotta respect that. Doing new things with the genre. OJ starts to applaud. OJ SIMPSON (CONT’D) (Rob Schneider voice) You can do it! INT. LOS ANGELES PRISON - NIGHT Rob Schneider is in prison for undisclosed reasons. He watches the TV and everyone waits for him to say his catchphrase.



50. ROB SCHNEIDER You guys know I’ve done a ton of other stuff besides WATERBOY right? I was in an off-broadway production of Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice. How bout I say a line from that? The inmates keep staring at him. ROB SCHNEIDER (CONT’D) Fine... “YOU CAN DO IT!” Everyone cheers. INT. OLYMPIC HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT The FBI stands around as Seacrest continues his live broadcast. RYAN SEACREST Will Lochte get to the US? Will the Brazilian government snipe him as he swims. Or will he just flat out have a heart attack? Find out... AFTER THIS BREAK! Seacrest rips his mic off and throws it on the ground. RYAN SEACREST (CONT’D) If I don’t get a Tupperware full of kale right now someone is getting fucking drilled in the temple by my beautiful fist. AGENT HAGEDORN and AGENT WEISS stand around watching the live feed of Lochte. AGENT HAGEDORN You know there’s only one person that can stop him right? AGENT WEISS Can we get him here in time? EXT. MICHAEL PHELPS’ MANSION - NIGHT Phelps and a SUPER MODEL are in the pool together. MICHAEL PHELPS Have you ever tried Doggy-paddle style?



51. SUPER MODEL No what is that? MICHAEL PHELPS That’s where I doggy paddle back and forth around the pool and you orgasm watching me. SUPER MODEL I’d be willing to try that. Billy Wexler runs out with a phone for Phelps. BILLY WEXLER Phone call, Mr. Phelps. MICHAEL PHELPS Go clean some more fish tanks you fucking loser. Phelps grabs the phone. MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) Hello? What? Escaped? No fucking way. You want me to WHAT?! Only if I can get a medal out of it. A golden medal. THE MEDAL OF HONOR. THE HIGHEST MEDAL IN ALL THE LAND. Phelps hangs up the phone. MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) Gotta go... Really?



SUPER MODEL



MICHAEL PHELPS Yeah... So are you going to leave too? OR... SUPER MODEL Do you want me to? MICHAEL PHELPS Well we don’t really know each other and I just feel like you might go through my stuff and steal some Speedos... SUPER MODEL Are you serious?



52. EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NIGHT Lochte keeps on swimming towards the United States. He starts to slow up a bit. He is definitely getting tired. Even the best athletes in the world are allowed to tucker out, come on give the guy a break. RYAN LOCHTE A Lochte... Never... Quits... INT. HELICOPTER - NIGHT Phelps is in full swim gear as they hover over where Lochte swims. FBI AGENT Okay. Now remember just swim beside him till he tires out and then you can grab him. MICHAEL PHELPS I’m gonna make him swim till he fucking dies. FBI AGENT Wow. That was a little much, don’t you think? Phelps takes his position and dives from the helicopter into the ocean. EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - CONTINUOUS Phelps and Lochte swim next to each other. Lochte doing a perfect breast stroke while Phelps starts with a backstroke. MICHAEL PHELPS Here we are again. Competing. Only this time I’m the one that’s fully hard. Because I know you won’t make it to the finish line. RYAN LOCHTE Okay, Michael. Lochte pays no attention. He keeps swimming. INT. OLYMPIC HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT The news teams continue to cover the swim of the century.



53. RYAN SEACREST We are now entering hour 19 and no one seems to be letting up. At this point they are 57 miles into a 2,000 mile swim... EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NIGHT Lochte and Phelps are neck and neck. The FBI helicopter hovers over. FBI HELICOPTER VOICE Ryan, please let Michael Phelps help you. He will bring you to safety... YEAH if safety is a rio prison where his butt is going to get touched!... Okay once again I apologize. At this point I’m just going to assume everything I say will be broadcast over the megaphone. I can’t turn it off. MICHAEL PHELPS You know what your problem is Lochte? You care about others. That’s weakness. I care about 3 things; me, myself and Thai. I fucking love Thai food. Had some right before I got here and... Oh shit... Phelps starts to slow down. He grabs his stomach. MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) No. Nothing I’m good. I’m Michael Phelps. King of swimming. Lochte turns around a bit and sees Phelps struggling. MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) Shit. I didn’t wait 30 minutes since dinner to jump in the ocean. I’m cramping up big time. Phelps has pretty much stopped swimming. MICHAEL PHELPS (CONT’D) Little help over here. RYAN LOCHTE This is a trick isn’t it?



54. Phelps sinks below the surface. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Not falling for it. I’ve seen tricks before. Not making the same mistake as when I saw Criss Angel’s MindFreak show in Vegas and started screaming “WARLOCK” and tried to burn the stage... Michael? Lochte has lost Phelps. Phelps is way under the water. Lochte turns around and starts to look under the surface. Oh shit!



RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D)



Lochte is deep underwater looking for Phelps, he sees an arm and grabs for it. INT. OLYMPIC HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT The room is dead silent as they watch the TV. Both Lochte and Phelps are submerged for what feels like hours. SUDDENLY... Lochte comes up holding an unconscious Phelps. The room celebrates. RYAN SEACREST You saw it here first! Lochte saved Phelps. What an incredible act of heroism. But Oh no... I do NOT like the look of what’s going on out there. EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NIGHT Lochte is swimming with Phelps over his shoulder but he stops. He sees a FIN and then another FIN and then three more FINS. They are being circled by great white sharks. RYAN LOCHTE JEAH... This ain’t good at all. The circle of sharks gets tighter and tighter and tighter, closing in on Lochte and Phelps when SUDDENLY!!!!!! Brian Williams comes racing in on a Jet-Ski. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) Brian! You came!



55. BRIAN WILLIAMS Wouldn’t miss this for the world. Brian starts Liu Kang’ing the sharks by kicking them in the head repeatedly. This is what Brian Williams has always dreamed of! BRIAN WILLIAMS (CONT’D) You think I’m scared? My daughter got her ass eaten on HBO’s GIRLS. Nothing is going to shake me after seeing that. Brian knocks out the sharks one by one. Brian grabs Phelps’ goggles and dives deep. EXT. UNDER THE ATLANTIC OCEAN - NIGHT Underwater Brian is slap boxing one of the sharks. While he is down there he sees the missing Malaysian plane, flight 370. BRIAN WILLIAMS I found it! I fucking found it! EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NIGHT Brian Williams resurfaces. BRIAN WILLIAMS I killed all the sharks. Now I must go, tell my tales to the world. Inspire a generation to be as great as me. Brian jumps on his Jet Ski and rides away. Lochte continues to swim with an unconscious Phelps by his side. INT. OLYMPIC HEADQUARTERS - DAY People are asleep in the control room as Lochte continues his journey.



56. RYAN SEACREST Day two of what we are calling LochtEscape. At this point we gather that he has swam around 230 miles. EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - DAY Phelps starts to wake up and look around. MICHAEL PHELPS Where are we? RYAN LOCHTE Never was good at geography but if I had to guess I’d say halfway between Cuba and Michigan. MICHAEL PHELPS Yeah that doesn’t sound right... You saved me? RYAN LOCHTE Jeah. Jeah I did. Why?



MICHAEL PHELPS



RYAN LOCHTE We are a swim family. You are like the popular older brother that hooks up with chicks and pranks me with Viagra but at the end of the day, all we have is each other. MICHAEL PHELPS I’m sorry I gave you a boner during the Olympics. RYAN LOCHTE That’s okay. It was pretty funny. I was like “ughh I have wood right now!!” MICHAEL PHELPS Yeah you were! I laughed about it for a long time. So... Now what? RYAN LOCHTE Race you to the finish!



57. SWIMMING MONTAGE BEGINS! - Days pass. Weeks pass. Lochte and Phelps keep swimming. - Seacrest has a full beard, he hasn’t left Rio, he’s gained a considerable amount of weight. Thank God American Idol ended otherwise he would have to go back to film the show and quite honestly he looks like a wreck. - Brian Williams is going on different talk shows to talk about how he kung fu’d a shark and found the Malaysian airline that went missing but nobody believes him. - Rob Schneider is still in prison for undisclosed reasons. - Lance Armstrong has now found a new liar athlete to smuggle stuff up his ass... Tom Brady. - Lochte and Phelps stay alive by eating fish they grab from beneath the surface. They might actually make it! END SWIMMING MONTAGE! EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NIGHT Clouds start to form over the swimmers. A storm is brewing. RYAN LOCHTE This doesn’t look very good. Remember if it starts storming, just ride the wave. The clouds open up and it starts to pour. The water gets choppier and choppier. LIGHTENING HITS. Thunders BLASTS. INT. OLYMPIC HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT At this point Seacrest is maybe 350 pounds, scraggly beard like Randy Quaid and on one of those Rascal Scooters that he rides around on. RYAN SEACREST Day 91. Never thought i’d be in Rio this long. But my father said I never see anything through to the end so here’s proving you wrong, DAD, you angry asshole. Seacrest downs a jar of maple syrup. Seacrest might die before the swimmers.



58. EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NIGHT The waves get big. REALLY BIG. RYAN LOCHTE Michael. Never let go. Never let go. I won’t.



MICHAEL PHELPS



The swimmers turn around and see a tidal wave coming towards them... EXT. OLYMPIC HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT Ryan Seacrest is on the phone not paying attention to the cameras. RYAN SEACREST (on phone) So one night, me, Fred Durst, and Carson Daly were fucked up on Robitussin and watching “Eat, Pray, Love”... What? THEY’RE DEAD? Seacrest hangs up his phone and picks up a microphone. RYAN SEACREST (CONT’D) And so America, this seems to be the end of a long epic journey. One that inspired hope in a world where there is none. I guess the old proverb is true, you only live once, and these boys lived one HELL of a life. As for me, well I’m going to go back to LA where I am very, very, rich. My life will go on and yours should too because at the end of the day, they are just swimmers. Who really gives a shit. Thank you world and good night. Seacrest out. EXT. MIAMI BEACH - DAY The waves come crashing onto the sand. You know it’s Miami because Pitbull, Mr. 305, is blasting from every speaker on the beach. As the wave crashes in, two bodies wash ashore. PHELPS AND LOCHTE. Lochte opens his eyes.



59. RYAN LOCHTE What? What’s that noise? Mr. Worldwide? Are we in Miami?! Ryan starts shaking Phelps. RYAN LOCHTE (CONT’D) We made it! We fucking did it! WE ARE ALIVE!!!! INT. THE WHITE HOUSE - NIGHT Ryan Lochte and Michael Phelps stand in front of a podium with a big crowd cheering for them. ANNOUNCER Ladies and gentlemen, the President of the United States of America! DONALD TRUMP walks out holding a brief case. MICHAEL PHELPS Wow. We were swimming for a long fucking time. There’s a new president. Trump takes the podium. DONALD TRUMP How great are these two? You know when I said my hugely successful catch phrase “MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN” this is exactly what I was talking about. Two blonde haired, blue eyed, angels that would show the world competition is the only thing that matters. The audience applauds. DONALD TRUMP (CONT’D) I’ll tell you something, the Rio authorities came to me and they said you are housing a fugitive, we want him back over here. You know what I said?... Have fun getting him back over that wall! Trump shows a picture of Rio with a giant wall around it. The people love it!



60. DONALD TRUMP (CONT’D) Anyway, I’d like to give out 2 Medals of honor here tonight. One to my friend and Eskimo brother... we both slammed Miss. Portugal back in the day... Michael Phelps! Michael takes the stage. Trump hands him a Silver medal of honor. Silver?!



MICHAEL PHELPS



DONALD TRUMP That’s right. Because the Gold Medal of Honor is going to none other than my personal hero, RYAN LOCHTE. Lochte takes the stage with his gold medal on. He smiles to reveal his Red, white and blue grill in his mouth.



RYAN LOCHTE I’d just like to say a Lochte never quits and no matter how hard life gets, you need to look at it like a pool... Sometimes the pool is warm and you like piss in it and it’s cool nobody notices, but sometimes if the pool is cold and you piss then people are like “dude are you pissing right now?” Anyway, thanks again... JEAHHHHHH BUDDY!!!!!!!



THE END!!!!



OR IS IT?



61. POST CREDIT SCENE EXT. MIAMI BEACH - NIGHT Lochte sits on the beach drinking a Long Island Iced Tea as he thinks about the journey he just embarked on. Suddenly the ocean starts to shake, the waves start to flutter, a humongous tidal wave comes aiming right for Lochte... THE OCEAN SPLITS... A FIGURE COMES WALKING OUT. That figure is AQUAMAN, the Jason Momoa Aquaman not the Vinny Chase one unfortunately. AQUAMAN Lochte. There is a great disturbance brewing in the oceans, it could mean the end of all living creatures as we know, unless... You can help us. What do you say? RYAN LOCHTE Ummmm... HELL JEAH!!!!!
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